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Chapterr  1 

Understandingg technological evolution 

Thiss introductory chapter reviews a number of formal models of technological development 
inn Section 1.1 and a number of empirical studies of technological development in Section 1.2. 
Thee formal models provide mathematical frameworks to describe basic, singular mechanisms 
att work in technological development. Though less general, empirical studies of 
technologicall  development are more detailed in the description of technological development 
inn terms of product innovation and process innovation, and in terms of the co-evolution of 
technologicall  development and industrial structure. 

Bothh formal models and empirical studies make use of evolutionary concepts as 
variation,, selection, and path-dependency. However, as argued at the end of this chapter, 
formall  models hitherto exclude a number of important features of technological development, 
whichh have become central in empirical studies. These features concern the importance of 
studyingg the complex dependencies between components in assembled technologies, the 
boundedd rationality of designers in innovation processes, and the distinctive nature of product 
innovationn compared to process innovation. From this discussion, a number of starting points 
iss formulated for a new model of technological evolution that is subsequently developed in 
thee following chapters. 

1.11 EVOLUTIONARY MODELS OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Evolutionaryy concepts of technological development initially emerged mainly as a reaction to 
thee treatment of technological development in neoclassical economics. The central concept in 
thee neoclassical theory of production is the "production function". This function represents 
thee possible process technologies that can be used to produce a particular output. Each 
technologyy is characterised as a coordinate in the space of inputs. Technological change is 
representedd as an exogenous shift of the production function, which means that the efficiency 
att which inputs are transformed into a particular output increases for all technologies. 

Byy contrast, evolutionary models of technological development stress the localised 
naturee of technological development. Instead of representing technological change as an 
exogenouss increase in the efficiency of all technologies, technological development is said to 
concentratee on only some technologies. As a consequence, previously existing options that 
aree not improved for some time become obsolete. The "surviving" options can then only be 
challengedd by the introduction of radically new technologies. This process of variation and 
selectionn constitutes the evolutionary nature of technological development. 

Afterr a short discussion of the neoclassical concept of the production function, I 
continuee with a discussion of evolutionary concepts in formal models of technological 
developmentt starting with an early critique of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) on neoclassical 
theory.. In the alternative model proposed by these authors, technological development is 
modelledd as localised in the technology that is currently in use, instead of being general for 
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alll  technologies on a production function. Starting from this premise, technological 
developmentt is to be understood as a historical, evolutionary process in which many options 
aree generated through research and development, but relatively few are successfully 
elaboratedd along trajectories of localised development. I wil l also discuss more recent models 
off  increasing returns to adoption that provide further explanations of lock-in phenomena in 
technologicall  development. 

1.1.11 The production function 

Thee concept of the production function underlying neoclassical economic theory refers to all 
technicall  possibilities to produce a given quantity of output using combinations of quantities 
inputss which are also called factors of production. Different technologies are solely 
characterisedd by the different input mixes they require. For example, hand-weaving 
technologyy requires a different mix of inputs (labour-intensive) than automated weaving 
technologyy (capital-intensive). 

Forr two inputs, capital and labour, one can write the quantity of output as a function 
off  the quantities of labour and capital: 

Q=f(L,K)Q=f(L,K) (1.1) 

wheree Q stands for the quantity of output, L for the quantity of labour and K for the quantity 
off  capital. Most commonly used is the Cobb-Douglas production function, which has the 
form: : 

Q(LQ(LttK)=K)=  ALaK" (1.2) 

wheree a, p > 0. Each technology is by this function as a capital-labour ratio K/L. The 
parameterr A stands for the present "state of knowledge" and a and P stand for the 
responsivenesss of output for increases in quantities of inputs. This function can be 
generalisedd for any number of inputs that contribute to the production of output. 

Thee efficiency of a technique is derived from the cost of production of a given amount 
off  output. Costs are derived by multiplication of the quantity of inputs and the respective 
inputt prices. The assumption of profit maximisation by firms implies that firms minimise the 
costss of production by choosing the technique with the highest efficiency. Changes in input 
pricess affect the costs of production of techniques and thus the efficiency of technologies. 
Consequently,, after a change in input prices, firms will substitute the technology with the 
capital-labourr ratio that was formerly optimal by the technology with the capital-labour ratio 
thatt is currently optimal. This process is called factor substitution and is represented as a 
movementt along the production function. 

Factorr substitution can be distinguished from technological change, which is 
representedd as a rise in A. Over time, technological change is represented as: 

Q(L,K,t)=A(t)LQ(L,K,t)=A(t)LaaKKfifi (1.3) 
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Figuree 1-1: Technological development during in the period to — ti 

Inn the formula dA/dt > 0 indicates technological "progress". In this model, technological 
changee is thus understood as an improvement in the state of knowledge that allows more 
outputt to be produced by the same amounts of inputs, or equivalently, the same amount of 
outputt to be produced by means of less inputs. The isoquant curves in Figure 1-1 show a shift 
off  the production function resulting from a rise in A, which holds that less inputs are required 
too produce one unit output. 

Usingg the concept of the production function, one can distinguish between 
technologicall  change and factor substitution as two analytically distinct mechanisms. 
Technologicall  change corresponds to a shift of the production function, and factor 
substitutionn to a movement along the production function (David 1975: 57; Sahal 1981a: 5). 
Thee important difference between the two phenomena holds that technological change as 
expressedd as a rise in A is exogenous to changes in input prices, while factor substitution as 
expressedd as a change in capital-labour ratio is endogenous to changes in input prices.1 

Thee neoclassical model of the production function has been used as an empirical 
frameworkk for determining the impact of technological development on economic growth at 
nationall  levels, which can be broken up into two parts. The first part concerns the quantities 
off  inputs, which are derived from empirical data. The second part concerns the "state of 
knowledge""  A, which is estimated as the residual. 

Inn recent neo-classical models the state of knowledge A is made endogenous, for example to firms' investment 
inn R&D. Discussions and reviews of these "new growth models" can be found in Verspagen (1992), Nelson 
(1994a),, Romer (1994) and Solow (1994). An early conceptual exposition on endogenous growth can be found 
inn Rosenberg (1964). 
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Onn this basis, Solow (1957) found that only a small part of growth in total output in 
thee U.S. is related to increases in the quantities of inputs. The residual A accounted for the 
largestt part of the growth in total output. Later studies have repeatedly indicated that 
increasess in factors of production only account for the smaller part of the growth in output, 
andd the residual A for the larger part in the growth in output.2 These results have put 
economists'' attention to the process of technological development as the prime cause of 
economicc growth. Because of the importance of technological development for economic 
growth,, technological change became progressively regarded as something to be explained in 
itss own right. 

1.1.22 The direction of technological change 

Ass explained above, the concept of the production function allows one to distinguish between 
factorr substitution on the one hand, which is endogenous to changes in input prices, and 
technicall  change on the other hand, which is exogenous to input prices. This distinction, 
however,, has been subject to critique. Hicks (1932: 124) argued that a change in input prices, 
alsoo called factor prices, induces technological development that economises on the factor of 
productionn that has become more expensive: 

"A"A change in factor prices of the factors of production is itself a spur to 
invention,invention, and to invention of a particular kind - directed to economizing the 
useuse of a factor which has become relatively expensive. " 

Thus,, a rise (fall) in wages would spur R&D aiming at developing new capital-intensive 
(labour-intensive)) technologies. The production function would then not shift neutrally as a 
consequencee in the rise of A, but with a bias changing the ratio between a and p\ 

Hicks'' argument of induced technical change has in turn been criticised. Minimisation 
off  total costs of inputs implies that firms welcome any improvement in a technology 
irrespectivee of biases in factors of production. Since profit maximisation is based on 
maximisingg the difference between revenues and total costs of inputs, firms focus on any 
technicall  improvement that decrease total costs. As Salter (1960: 43) put it: 

"The"The entrepreneur is interested in reducing costs in total, not particular 
costscosts such as labor or capital costs. When labor costs rise any advance that 
reducesreduces total costs is welcome, and whether this is achieved by saving labor 
oror capital is irrelevant. " 

Sincee competing firms will accept any cost-reducing innovation, changes in input prices are 
insufficientt to explain bias in technological development into a particular direction. Put 
anotherr way, changes in scarcity may motivate innovation, but a change in scarcity does not 
guaranteee that the technical problems encountered in moving towards a particular input-
savingg direction, can be resolved (cf. Sahal 1981b: 399). Though historical examples exist in 
whichh in a sudden scarcity of an input motivated innovations in directions that made 

22 See, Abramovitz (1956) for an early account. For more discussion on empirical growth studies, see Nelson and 
Winterr (1982) and Coombs et al. (1987). 
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technologyy less dependent on this input, the direction of technical change cannot be explained 
byy changes in input prices alone (Rosenberg 1969).3 

1.1.33 Localised technological development 

Inn the neoclassical framework changes in the prices of inputs do not affect the rate and 
directionn of technological change. A change in input price induces firms to substitute their 
currentt technology X for another existing technology Y along the production function. 
Subsequentt increases in A symmetrically affects the efficiency of technology X and 
technologyy Y. As a consequence, the reverse change in the price of the input causes firms to 
substitutee technology Y for technology X. Factor substitution is thus reversible. 

Evolutionaryy models represent technological change as being localised in the 
technologyy that is presently in use. In evolutionary models the changes in the prices of inputs 
cann affect the rate and direction of technological change in an irreversible manner. A 
temporaryy change in the price of an input may induce firms to substitute their current 
technologyy X for another technology Y. Subsequent technological progress is localised in 
technologyy Y while technology X is no longer used and therefore no longer improved. When 
thee reverse change in price of the input takes place, firms do not necessarily substitute 
technologyy Y again for technology X. When technology X has become economically inferior 
too technology Y at the new input prices, firms irreversibly stick to technology Y. 

Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1969) formulated a criticism on the concept of the production 
functionn that provided the starting point of an evolutionary line of thinking. The models that 
havee come out of this line of research can be labelled "evolutionary" since the process of 
technologicall  change is considered as historically irreversible. The models point out that the 
currentt use of technologies cannot only be deduced from current scarcity conditions, but also 
requiress an analysis of technological development and the historical sequence of input prices. 

Thee main argument of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) holds that innovations are 
concentratedd in the technology that is currently in use, while other technologies on the 
productionn function remain largely unaffected. Their argument starts with a reminder: the 
conceptt of the production function originated as an idealised continuous representation of a 
discretee set of technologies ("blueprints"). The specification of the production function as a 
continuouss function as in equation (1.2) literally implies that an infinite number of blueprints 
wouldd exist by means of which an output can be produced. In reality, only a limited number 
off  technological options exist at each moment in time. 

Startingg from a limited number of discrete technological options, Atkinson and 
Stiglitzz (1969: 574) argue that "if one brings about a technological improvement in one 
techniquee of production this may have littl e or no effect on the other blueprints". This form of 
"localised""  technological development renders only one technology more efficient, while the 
efficiencyy of other blueprints remains constant. In this case, technological development is no 
longerr appropriately modelled as a shift of the production function as represented by an 
increasee in A in equation (1.2), since technological development renders only one or a small 
subsett of technologies more efficient.4 

33 For  more discussion on induced innovation, see Coombs et al. (1987). 
Thee concept of localised technological change is close to the older  concept of local search introduced in 

behaviourall  approaches in management science (Cyert and March 1963). Organisations that engage in local 
searchh look for  efficiency improvements by changing only a small part of their  operations instead of 
experimentingg with a complete new set-up of all operations. See also Chapter 2 of mis study. 
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Thee degree to which technical change is localised depends on the degree of 
applicabilityy of new knowledge or artefacts that has been developed through R&D. The lower 
thee degree of applicability the higher the degree of localisation. The degree of applicability 
relatess in turn to the degree of generality of knowledge. This attribute can be thought of as a 
continuumm ranging from purely "applied" knowledge with a low degree of generality to 
"basic""  knowledge having a high degree of generality. Stiglitz (1987: 127) provides the 
followingg example: 

"the"the concept of 'weaving' is involved in virtually all textile production, but 
muchmuch of the technical change associated with modern automated factory 
productionproduction is inapplicable to hand-loom technology." 

Inn this example, improvements in basic weaving knowledge are assumed to improve the 
efficiencyy of both labour- and capital-intensive technologies, while improvements in specific 
automatedd factory production only favour particular capital-intensive technologies. 

Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1969) argue that the majority of technical advances is indeed 
"localised""  in the technology that is in use at the moment in time, while other technologies 
thatt are not in use are largely unaffected by research and development. They distinguish 
betweenn two forms of localised technological change. First, learning-by-doing increases the 
efficiencyy of a technology at which inputs are transformed into output, but the technology 
itselff  remains unchanged. Second, localised innovations change the particular technology in 
usee and increase the efficiency of a technology at which inputs are transformed into output. 

Thee first form of localised technological development, learning-by-doing, refers to 
learningg processes in the use of a given process technology, which itself does not undergo 
anyy change. Learning-by-doing, also called the Horndahl effect, is due to accumulated 
experiencee in the use of capital equipment by labour and in the organisation of labour in 
productionn processes. This term stems from a finding that Horndahl's iron works in Sweden 
hadd improved labour productivity by an average of close to two percent without changes in 
thee process technology used (Arrow 1962a; David 1975). Experience leads to efficiency 
increasess over time as a function of the amount of output produced. The classic formulation 
off  learning-by-doing comes from Arrow (1962a), and follows a pattern according to: 

A(G)=A(G)= a + (bG-n) (1.4) 

wheree X stands for the labour-input required to produce an output (assuming the capital-
labourr ratio to be constant6). The sum a+b equals the initial labour-output efficiency at the 
timee the technology is first used, G stands for cumulative gross investment, and n stands for 
thee rate of learning-by-doing (n > 0). The negative exponent refers to the common finding 
thatt the labour-efficiency increases with accumulated investment, but decreasingly so. The 

Basicc knowledge is usually associated with natural sciences and applied knowledge with engineering sciences. 
Thee correspondence, however, is not always clear-cut. For example, atomic energy research is usually 
consideredd to be part of basic science, but with respect to the production function of energy output, atomic 
energyy research is likely to favour solely atomic energy technology, while alternative energy technologies are 
largelyy unaffected by it. What matters in the present discussion is the degree of generality of knowledge to be 
implementedd in existing technologies, whether or not it is considered basic or applied according to some 
definition. . 
66 Note that Arrow's (1962a) model concerns labour-efficiency improvements holding capital/output constant 
(i.e.(i.e. Harrod-neutral technological progress). Thus, the model does not deal with Hicks-neutral technological 
progresss with constant capital/labour ratio as Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) assume in their model. 
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contributionn of learning-by-doing to efficiency increase has been estimated to be substantial 
(nn around 1/3) with evidence collected for a large number of technologies including 
airframes,, ships, chemicals and semiconductors (Arrow 1962a; David 1975; Yelle 1979; 
Duttonn and Thomas 1984; Lieberman 1984; Lucas 1993; Irwin and Klenow 1994).7 

Thee second form of localised technological change concerns process innovations in 
thee material technology itself, which increase the efficiency in transforming inputs into an 
output.. This form of localised technological change is distinct from learning-by-doing in that 
efficiencyy is increased by the introduction of new parts in the technology in use. For example, 
thee introduction of information technology in the production process of cars contributes to the 
efficiencyy of production. Both leaming-by-doing and localised innovations increase the 
efficiencyy of a specific technology that is currently in use.8 

Thee assumption of profit maximisation in a framework of localised technological 
changee implies that firms base their choice of technology on both input prices and the rate of 
futurefuture localised technological development of all available technologies. Profit maximisation 
thenn "wil l require marginal revenue to equal short-run marginal costs minus the present 
discountedd value of the marginal reduction in future costs from learning" (Atkinson and 
Stiglitzz 1969: 575f). The localised nature of these improvements can be represented as a 
movementt of a technology's coordinates in capital-labour space towards the origin without a 
movementt of technologies not in use, as in Figure 1-2.9 

Importantly,, the rate of localised learning is not necessarily the same for different 
technologies.. Consider Figure 1-3 in which X and Y represent two technologies in their 
currentt state of development, and the curves X-X' and Y-Y' represent the increase in 
efficiencyy if adopted by a firm over the period of time for which a firm discounts investment. 
Givenn the relative input prices as indicated by the isocost lines, technology X is the optimal 
techniquee at current marginal revenues and costs, but technology Y is the optimal technique 
att current marginal revenues and the present discounted value of future costs. Assuming firms 
too have perfect foresight about the rate and direction of future localised technological 
progress,, they will minimise costs and maximise profits by opting for technology Y even if 
technologyy X is currently cheaper. 

Ass illustrated by the example of Figure 1-3, the adoption of a technology cannot 
solelyy be explained by current relative input prices. A technology that is more expensive may 
stilll  be adopted when the development potential is sufficiently higher compared to 
technologiess that are currently less expensive in terms of input prices. Technology adoption 
cannotcannot be solely explained by input prices, but requires in addition an analysis of firms' 
expectationsexpectations regarding the future development potential of different technological options. 
Onlyy in the special case in which all technologies improve at the same rate, input prices alone 
cann be considered sufficient to explain the adoption decisions of firms. 

Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1969) derive an important normative proposition from their 
modell  of localised technological change. Public policy aiming at long-run growth could 

Labour-efficiencyy generally decreases again to some extent when a technology it is not used by a fir m for  a 
particularr  period of time, for  example when orders fluctuate (Argote and Epple 1990; Benkard 2000). This 
forgettingg effect reflects that learning-by-doing efficiencies cannot be full y codified in organisational routines. 
Thee maximum realisation of learning-by-doing requires a constant stream of production over  time. The 
forgettingg effect can be labelled as unlearning-by-no-longer-doing. 
88 It is empirically questionable whether  the two forms of technological progress (learning-by-doing and 
incrementall  process innovation) can be disentangled. Incremental innovation in the physical production 
technologyy generally requires changes in the way it is operated within the organisation, which in turn affects 
learning-by-doing. . 

Assumingg first order  homogeneity of production technologies (David 1975). 
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supportt technologies with high development potential in the long run, but which are 
neglectedd within the time-horizon over which private firms maximise profits. This reasoning 
providess an economic rationale for R&D support in technologies, in particular science-based 
technologies.. For these technologies, benefits are expected only after a very long period of 
time.10 0 

Thee model of localised technological change can be considered as an "evolutionary" 
modell  of technological development in which one technological option is adopted and further 
developedd while other options disappear from stage. The model explains why particular 
choicess among technological options can become irreversible in the course of time. At any 
givenn moment in time, the set of relative input prices and the expected technological progress 
jointlyy determine the choice of a particular technology. Once the selected technology has 
beenn used and improved, previous options may become obsolete. For this reason, the 
particularr historical sequence of input prices, or more generally, the dynamics of the 
"selectionn environment" (Nelson and Winter 1982), plays a crucial role in explaining 
technologicall  development. 

Inn the model of localised technological development, fluctuations in input prices may 
leadd an economy into a localised path of technological development, which cannot be 
substitutedd any longer once this path has been followed for a particular period of time. 
Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1969: 577) provide the following example: 

"Suppose,"Suppose, for example, that an economy is in long-run equilibrium using a 
relativelyrelatively labour-intensive technique when suddenly a plague wipes out a 
largelarge proportion of the labour force, so that wages rise and a more capital-
intensiveintensive technique is adopted. Technical progress is now localised to this 
technique,technique, and it is possible that the economy will  continue to use it rather 
thanthan return to the more labour-intensive one. In this case the history of the 
economyeconomy is qualitatively and quantitatively different from what would have 
beenbeen had there been no plague. " 

Thee above phenomenon is an example that "history matters" (cf David 1985). The actual 
pathh of technological development is partially dependent on historical fluctuations in input 
prices.. In the example, a rise in wages led firms to substitute the labour-intensive technology 
forr a capital-intensive technology. Once the reverse fluctuations take place (here, fall in 
wages),, this may not induce a return to the labour-intensive technology, as localised 
technologicall  change has rendered the capital-intensive technology superior, even at lower 
wages.. At that point in time, factor substitution will not occur as the alternative technology is 
noo longer economically viable. 

Notee that the discussion is based on the assumption that the direction of localised 
technologicall  change in Hicks-neutral, i.e. that the ratio between capital and labour remains 
unchanged.. This assumption underlying Atkinson's and Siglitz (1969) is a strong assumption. 
However,, as David (1975) argued, localised technological change stems from incremental 
improvementss in one particular technology and is not expected to change substantially into a 
factor-biasedd direction. 

Importantly,, another rationale to support science-based technologies holds that firms can be expected to 
underinvestt in science when results are difficult to appropriate (Arrow 1962b). 
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Figuree 1-2: Localised technological development in technology X in period to - ti 

Figuree 1-3: Differential rates of expected localised technological development in X and Y 
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Whenn one technological variant has become superior to all alternatives for all sets of 
inputt prices, factor substitution can only take place when a radical innovation leads to a 
completelyy new technology characterised with higher efficiency discounted for future 
localisedd technological development. Only then can firms be expected to adopt this new 
technology,, and substitute the old technology for the newly developed technology. Such a 
radicall  innovation can be regarded as a "mutation" introducing a new variation into the 
markett allowing for factor substitution to take place again. The pattern of technological 
developmentt can thus be summarised as prolonged periods of incremental innovation 
punctuatedpunctuated by radical innovation (Dosi 1982; Mokyr 1990). 

Thee concept of localised technological change and the possibility of irreversibility in 
technologicall  development imply that innovation and factor substitution can only be 
consideredd as analytically distinct (Leydesdorff 1994). Technological development is 
primarilyy a cumulative process along particular paths of development that are expected to 
havee a development potential. Scarcity of inputs as reflected in relative input prices plays 
onlyy a minor role in the choice of technology and the direction in which it is advanced. 
Factuall  factor substitution generally takes place only after a new technology has been 
developedd by radical innovation. 

Thee concept of localised technological change motivated a number of evolutionary 
modelss of technological development that all start from the premise that technical change is 
localisedd and cumulative (David 1975; Nelson and Winter 1982; Silverberg et al. 1988; 
Andersenn 1994). The localised nature of technological change can be considered a prime 
characteristicc of evolutionary approaches. When "evolutionary economics" is taken to refer to 
economicc theories that underline the historical nature of economic development, the model of 
Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1969) can be classified as one of the first formal evolutionary models 
inn economic theory. 

Laterr contributions by David (1975), Nelson and Winter (1982) and others differ from 
thee model of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) in one important respect. Atkinson and Stiglitz 
(1969)) assumed that firms have perfect foresight regarding the future rate of technological 
change,, whereas the later models abandoned this assumption. Instead of assuming firms to 
havee perfect foresight regarding the rate and direction of technical change, the probability and 
directionn of technological innovation is modelled as a stochastic process reflecting die 
uncertaintyy with regard to the outcomes of R&D. 

Laterr contributions by David (1975), Nelson and Winter (1982), and others differ 
fromfrom the model of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) in one important respect. Atkinson and 
Stiglitzz (1969) assumed that firms have perfect foresight regarding the future rate of 
technologicall  change, whereas the later models abandoned this assumption. Instead of 
assumingg firms to have perfect foresight regarding the rate and direction of technical change, 
thee probability and direction of technological innovation is modelled as a stochastic process 
reflectingg the uncertainty with regard to the outcomes of R&D. Antonelli (1995, 1998) 
furtherr elaborated the concept of localised technological change in a number of models 
addressingg switching costs, shifts in demand, difference in industrial structures and 
differencess in firm strategies (specialisation versus diversification). 

Thee use of stochasticity in models of technological development is analogous to the 
randomnesss of mutation in biological evolution. Stochasticity in R&D outcomes leads to 
varietyy in technologies analogous to the existence of genetic variety in biological evolution. 
Selectionn takes place by means of market competition. The higher the productivity of a firm's 
technologyy relative to the productivity of technologies adopted by other firms, the higher its 
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profitt relative to the profit of other firms. Profits are used for output expansion, which leads 
thee more productive firms to expand their market share at the cost of less productive firms. 
Varietyy can therefore be considered another important characteristic of evolutionary 
approachess to technological change (Dosi and Nelson 1994; Metcalfe 1994a; Nelson 1995; 
Saviottii  1996).11 

Inn summary, under the assumption that technological development is localised, 
Atkinsonn and Stiglitz (1969) show that "history matters" in technological development.12 A 
fluctuationn in relative input prices can lead firms to use a particular technology for a period of 
time,, during which learning-by-doing and technological innovations are localised in this 
technology.. A reverse fluctuation in relative input prices will then not lead firms to use again 
thee previous technology. This form of irreversibility in technology adoption renders the 
processs of technological development an evolutionary process. 

1.1.44 Increasing returns to adoption 

AA more recent subject of economic modelling concerns the existence of increasing returns to 
adoptionn of a technology (David 1985; Katz and Shapiro 1985; Arthur 1989). When 
increasingg returns to adoption are present, a technology becomes more attractive when it is 
moree widely used. Increasing returns to adoption refer both to increasing efficiency of a 
technologyy due to a rise in the number of firms adopting a technology, and to increasing 
consumerr value of a technology due to a rise in the number of users adopting a technology.13 

Increasingg returns for producers that adopt the same technology relate primarily to 
collectivee learning processes in technological development: a higher number of firms 
adoptingg the same production technology is expected to increase the rate of technological 
developmentt in this technology due to spill-over among firms. Spill-overs can emerge even 
thoughh each firm has an incentive to exploit its own innovations for its own benefit, as firms 
mayy not succeed to appropriate all returns of their innovation (Arrow 1962b). Firms may also 
recognisee a common interest in co-developing technical standards and physical 
infrastructuress suited for their common technology as well as in co-developing knowledge 
infrastructuress such as training institutions, manuals, and journals (David and Greenstein 
1990).. Moreover, the growth in the number of producers of a technology spurs innovation of 
supplierss of inputs that render the end product less costly to produce. 

Thee latter models build on Alchian's (1950) early evolutionary conception of technological competition 
betweenn firms. In Alchian's framework, firms with relatively high cost efficiency are able to expand output at 
thee expense of firms with relatively low cost efficiency. Analogous to Fisher's (1930) theorem of natural 
selectionn in biology, the expansion rate of a firm is proportional to the relative efficiency of its technology. As a 
result,, technologies with highest efficiency are selected and technologies with lower efficiency disappear. In 
somee models, additional feedback mechanisms are specified as in Nelson and Winter (1982) where less 
successfull  firms are able to adapt by raising R&D expenditures or by imitating more successful firms. For a 
criticall  discussion of models in the tradition of Alchian (1950) and Nelson and Winter (1982), see Rosenberg 
(1994)) and Vromen (1995). 

Itt is important to note mat the role of historical events in the model of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1969) is different 
fromm path-dependency in Arthur's lock-in model. In the former, the change in technology adoption is caused by 
ann exogenous shock in a variable, while in Arthur's model a lock-in into one technology is solely the result of 
stochasticityy and not the result of an exogenous change in a variable. 

AA similar positive feedback effect has also been discussed in the context of rewards of individual scientists by 
meanss of citation. The more often a scientist is cited in the past, the higher the probability to be cited more often 
inn the future (Merton 1968; David 1994a). 
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Increasingg returns can also be present for users when the value of consuming a 
particularr technology increases as the number of users increases. In this context, one 
generallyy speaks of "positive network externalities" (Katz and Shapiro 1985). Each new user 
whoo starts to use a particular technology adds value to the existing user network. Positive 
networkk externalities are common to technologies that people use to interact in geographical 
andd social networks such as transport and information technologies, respectively. The larger 
thee network of users of a technology, the larger the value each user can achieve as the number 
off  possible connections increases.14 Technologies that rely heavily on compatibility standards 
withh complementary products are also characterised by positive network externalities, as the 
usee of an alternative standard would exclude users from complementary products. Examples 
aree the common use of video standards and operating systems that allow users to buy and 
exchangee a higher variety of the complementary software compared to the case in which 
severall  standards would co-exist (David and Greenstein 1990). Lastly, another feature of 
technologyy that contributes to network externalities is the extent to which consumption is 
knowledge-intensive.. Any technology that requires some knowledge in usage and 
maintenancee becomes more attractive to users when more users already adopted this 
technology,, since users can exchange their knowledge and collectively increase this 
knowledge. . 

Arthurr (1988, 1989) has developed a baseline model to simulate the effect of 
externalitiess on the diffusing dynamics of competing technologies.15 The model specifies 
heterogeneouss users with two types of adopters: ü-agents who have a "natural preference" for 
technologyy A and S-agents who have a "natural preference" for B. The pay-off functions of 
R-agentss and S-agents are written as in Table 1-1. 

Pay-offf  technology A Pay-off technology B 

R-agentss aR + (r  nA) bR + (r  nB) 
S-agentss as + (s  nA) bs + (s  nB) 

Tablee 1-1: Pay-off for R- and S-agents with aR > bR and as < bs (from: Arthur 1988: 594). 

Arthurr (1988, 1989) modelled the competition process between two technologies by 
drawingg R-agents and S-agents randomly and sequentially, with equal probabilities at each 
sequentiall  iteration: 

Prob(R-agent)Prob(R-agent) = Prob(S-agent) = 0.50 

144 Network externalities in the adoption of technologies may turn from positive to negative over time. For 
example,, the value of using Internet for an individual user rises when more people use email and more people 
addd information on the Internet. However, at some point, the rapid rise in the number of Internet users causes 
congestionn when investments do not keep up. Similar thresholds leading to negative externalities due to 
congestionn or environmental pollution are common in car traffic. On this, see Windrum and Swann (1999). 
155 Frenken and Verbart (1998), Leydesdorff and Van den Besselaar (1998) and Leydesdorff (2000) have 
developedd variations on this model. 
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Thee first agent that adopts a technology always does so according to its natural preference 
sincee nA and «s are still zero. When the first agent happens to be an R-agent (S-agent), it wil l 
choosee technology A (technology B). The second adopter, who again can be an R-agent or an 
S-agentt with equal probability, evaluates the pay-off for the two technologies according to its 
preferencee and the size of the network effect. This agent will choose either technology A or B 
accordingg to the highest pay-off, which is now depending on both the natural preference of A 
andd B and the size of the network of users nA and nB currently using A and B. After the 
secondd adopter, a third agent is drawn randomly, et cetera, et cetera. 

Arthurr found that when network externalities are positive, a particular difference 
betweenn the number of previous adopters of technology A and of technology B leads all 
agentss to adopt the same technology. This critical difference in the number of adopters can be 
derivedd by determining at what values of nB and nA agents start choosing against their natural 
preference.. R-agents who normally choose technology A according to their natural 
preference,, shift to technologyy B when: 

bbKK+(r-n+(r-n BB)>a)>aRR+(r-n+(r-n AA)) (1.5.1) 

whichh can be rewritten as: 

nnBB-n-nAA>{a>{a RR-b-bRR)tr)tr  (1.5.2) 

Inn this same way, it can be derived that S-agents who normally choose technology B 
accordingg to their natural preference, shift to technology A when: 

aass+{sn+{snAA)>b)>bss+(sn+(snBB)) (1.6.1) 

whichh can be rewritten as: 

nnAA-n-nBB>(b>(bss-a-ass)ls)ls (1.6.2) 

Inn this way the critical difference is derived between the number of adopters of two 
technologiess leading to a lock-in. This critical difference depends on the gap between the 
preferencess of a type of agent (aR - bR) and (bs - as), and on the strength of the network effect 
rr and s. As proven by Arthur (1989), whatever the values for natural preferences aR, bRj bs, 
andd as, lock-in wil l always occur for an infinite sequence of adopters when parameters r and s 
aree positive. 

Thee lock-in process can be simulated in a computer model using a relatively simple 
code.. A random sequence in the drawing of R- and S-agents wil l always, at some point, 
draww either sufficiently more R-agents than S-agents leading to lock-in of technology A, or 
sufficientlyy more S-agents than R-agents leading to lock-in of technology B. For zero values 
forr r and s, lock-in will obviously never occur as R-agents and S-agents always choose 
accordingg to their natural preference. For negative values or r and s, lock-in wil l neither 
occur,, since the value depends negatively on the number of adopters. Therefore, once one 

66 Leydesdorff and Van den Bessclaar  (1998) made the computer  code of Arthur' s model available in QBASIC. 
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technologyy gets more dominant, agents will switch to the less dominant technology until 

equilibriumm is restored and vice versa. 
Thee case of increasing returns in Arthur's model is an example of a self-organisation 

model:: a transition process from a less ordered state (technological variety) towards a more 
orderedd state (technological lock-in). This emergence of an ordered state from a less ordered 
statee is due to the positive feedback that operates over time. The process is characterised by 
"path-dependency"188 and "irreversibility". Path-dependency in this context holds that whether 
technologyy A or technology B locks in depends on the sequence or "path" of drawings of R-
agentss and S-agents.19 Irreversibility means that once a technology locks in, all future 
adopterss will also adopt this technology with full certainty, thus characterising the 
irreversiblee nature of lock-in. 

AA different approach to modelling increasing returns to adoption has been proposed 
byy David (1993), Dalle (1995, 1997), and David et al. (1998) who introduced spatially 
localisedd interactions between agents. Defining a network of agents on a lattice in which all 
agentss have the same number of spatial neighbours, the probability of adopting technology A 
orr technology B can be made dependent on the number of neighbours that currently use 
technologyy A or technology B. In these models, a parameter can be introduced that reflects 
switchingg costs associated with changing from technology. It can then be shownthat lock-in 
needd not occur for a range of parameter settings that reflect high switching costs. 

177 Positive network externalities can also lead to geographical concentration of firms within a particular region, 
forr example, when proximity adds to knowledge spill-overs among firms. Arthur's model can mus be taken to 
referr to geographical clustering phenomena (Arthur 1988, 1989; Boschma and Lambooy 1999). Then, natural 
preferencess stand for location preferences regarding region A and B of R-firms and S-firms, and network 
externalitiess stand for the number of firms that previously located in region A or B. 
188 Or "path dependence", which would be the preferred technical usage according to the English language. 
199 David (20010 provides a broader definition of path-dependent processes as processes in which prevailing 
probabilitiess of transitions among distributions are functions of the sequence of past transient distributions. This 
definitionn includes the possibility of non-extremal stable attractors in the distributions of technologies (i.e. 
distributionss that are stable but not exclusively dominated by one technology). 
200 Arthur's model of competing technologies refers to competition processes between firms adopting different 
technologies,, but it can also be understood as a more general model of codification (Cowan and Foray 1997; 
Frenkenn and Verbart 1998). A code can be understood as a cognitive frame that is applied by a group or an 
organisationn to receive, process and retrieve information, involving both material elements (technical standards 
matt make up an infrastructure) and immaterial elements (skills, knowledge, texts). Codification means that 
memberss of a group or an organisation adopt a code, which allows them to communicate and retrieve 
informationn more efficiently. In the context of organisation theory, Arrow (1974: 55-56) pointed out that the 
adoptionn of a code for an individual firm involves a fixed investment, which is highly irreversible. This can be 
understoodd as a consequence of network externalities that operate at the level of an organisation. As in Arthur's 
modell  of competing technologies, once a sufficient number of members of an organisation adopt the same code, 
otherr members can profit by adopting the same code. However, once this code is diffused, the adoption of an 
alternativee code involves high switching cost, as all members need to unlearn established cognitive routines. 
Arroww (1974: 49) also stressed mat changes in the conditions that led to the adoption of a code at one point in 
timee do not automatically lead to a change in code at a next moment in time, when environmental conditions 
havee changed. Wilh hindsight, the code adopted under historically prevailing conditions may turn out to be sub-
optimall  at a later stage. Thus, David's (1987) "narrow windows" also apply to the policy of an individual 
organisationn regarding the adoption of a code. The model of Arthur (1989) can be considered as an extension of 
Arrow'ss (1974) argument to an industry as a whole, stressing that increasing returns to adoption can lead a 
wholee industry to adopt the same code, which with hindsight may turn out to be sub-optimal. 
211 Plouraboue et al. (1998) developed a model of technology adoption within in a neural network framework. 
Apartt from locally operating network externalities an additional feedback mechanism is specified that updates 
thee relative weights of choices of neighbours on the choice of each individual. This additional mechanism 
specifiess that a neighbour that successfully influenced an individual to adopt a particular technology in the past, 
becomess a more important neighbour in the future in terms of the weight assigned to this neighbour. The 
resultingg social structure in the network results in a sudden "avalanche" from one to another technology. 
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Thoughh many technologies can be considered to be subject to positive network 
externalities,, this does not mean that lock-in is always likely to occur in reality. The most 
obviouss reason for lock-in not to occur is that selection takes time. Lock-in may not occur 
whenn during the competition process between an M number of technologies, an A/+/-th 
technologyy is introduced that attracts users previously adopting one out of the M 
technologies. . 

Lock-inn processes may also be endogenously encountered. A tendency to lock-in may 
motivatee some consumers to choose the losing variant again when they have a social desire to 
deviatee from the mass. Another example of endogenous reaction to lock-in is the case when 
policyy makers wish to invest in the losing technology for strategic reasons (e.g., in the case of 
energyy technology or military technology). When one country dominates the production of 
thee locked-in technology, governments of other countries become politically dependent on 
thiss country. Countries may wish to remain competent in the losing technology to be 
politicallyy less dependent. 

Thee normative implications for the design of technology policy have been heavily 
debated.. It has been suggested by David (1985) and Arthur (1989) that technological 
competitionn in the presence of network externalities may not result in the selection of the 
optimall  technology per se. The critical difference in the number of adopters of technology A 
andd B that leads to lock-in as derived by equation (1.5.2) and equation (1.6.2), can be caused 
byy highly contingent "historical events". For example, a well-timed marketing campaign 
favouringg a technology or a sudden temporary shortage of supply disfavouring a technology 
cann lead to a non-random sequence of adopters favouring one technology and leading to its 
lock-in.. this relatively small events may thus have long-lasting effects. 

Thee implication for technology policy holds that only "narrow windows" for 
interventionn exist as only in early phases of technology adoption governmental sponsoring 
mayy have the intended effects (David 1987). Though network externalities can explain the 
possibilityy of selection of the sub-optimal technology in decentralised markets, centralised 
decision-makingg through government intervention does not necessarily provide the right 
institutionall  framework for selection of the optimal technology. Technological and 
commerciall  uncertainties render it difficult to assess ex ante by a central agency whether or 
nott a technology is optimal according to some set of objectives. More often, optimality can 
onlyy be assessed more accurately with hindsight when more information has become 
availablee (Foray 1998). 

Rather,, government policy that aims to prevent lock-in into a sub-optimal technology 
fromfrom happening could sponsor technological variants in early phases of technological 
developmentt as to postpone the selection process to a later stage when more technological 
andd commercial information is available (Foray 1998). Another strategy to prevent lock-in 
fromfrom happening is to minimise switching costs. Switching costs can be reduced by 
constructingg technologies that are flexible with regard to the use of its components, for 
example,, constructing buildings in which the energy source can be changed without any 
necessaryy adjustments in other parts of the building (Vijlbrief 2000). Also converters and 
otherr gateway technologies allowing technologies to operate under multiple technical 
standards,, can postpone or undo lock-in. David (1987) and David and Greenstein (1990) 
discusss a number of such "meta-technologies". An important historical example of a gateway 
technologyy has been the development of AC/DC converter that allowed conversion between 
alternatingg and direct current in electricity systems (David and Bunn 1988). The introduction 
off  converter thus made the two technical standards no longer technically incompatible. 
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Severall  historical examples of competing technologies that locked into one 
technology,, have been put forward.22 Whether the technology that locked-in can be said to be 
ann inferior option at the time has been critically debated, in particular, the cases of QWERTY 
standardd in typewriting and VHS standard in VCRs (Liebowitz and Margolis 1994; David 
1999,, 2000). Other reflections on the question of sub-optimality under increasing returns 
have'beenn raised in the context of reaction control systems in nuclear power stations (Cowan 
1990),, pest control strategies (Cowan and Gunby 1996), and engines in automobiles (Foray 
1998).. The difficulty to assess optimality at the time a technology has locked-in urges the 
establishmentt of a common methodology to reconstruct competition processes between 
technologiess on the basis of data on costs, quality, and the number of adopters (Foray 1998; 
Bemdtt et al. 2000). 

Itt should further be noted hitherto empirical studies on lock-in processes mainly 
concernedd information technologies and energy technologies. Information technology relies 
heavilyy on standards to render hardware compatible with software and to facilitate exchange 
off  information within networks. For these technologies, user network externalities are 
extremelyy high. In energy technologies increasing returns also play an important role as these 
technologiess are characterised by important gains from learning-by-doing, and by large 
economiess of scale in R&D and energy transport networks. In this case, increasing returns 
primarilyy operate at the producer side. The concentration of empirical examples in 
informationn and energy technologies may not be coincidental. 

1.1.55 Hyperselection and technological succession 

Arthur'ss model illustrates the role of network externalities in the competition process 
betweenn technologies in new markets where the number of adopters is growing over time 
(e.g.,, videos, browsers, etc.). This typically reflects user externalities in cases where variants 
off  a new technology open up a new mass-market. The major drawback of the model is that it 
doess not address technological substitution where a technology that previously locked in is 
beingg replaced by a new technology {e.g., the possible future substitution of gasoline cars by 
electricc cars). In that case, the existence of network externalities may generate the incentive 
forr individual firms/consumers to stick to the old technology, even when the collective 
adoptionn of the new technology would lead to higher efficiency. 

Thee competition process between an existing technology and a new technology under 
increasingg returns to adoption has been formalised as a model of "hyperselection" by 
Brucknerr et al. (1994,1996).23 The difference between their model and Arthur's model holds 
thatt the latter model concerns technologies with an increasing number of adopters, while 
Brucknerr et al. assume a population of adopters of a given size. Furthermore, Arthur assumes 
aa linear relation between the size of the network effect and the number of adopters, while 
Brucknerr et al. assume a non-linear network effect. 

222 Empirical studies on lock-in include the history of typewriting (David 1985), VCR's (Rosenbloom and 
Cusumanoo 1987), nuclear power (Cowan 1990), electricity (David 1992), home computers (Goolsbee and 
Klenoww 20000, and web-browsers (Windrum 2001). A more general discussion including historical examples is 
providedd by Shapiro and Varian (1998). 

Ann alternative model of competition between an existing and a new technology has been proposed by Shy 
(1996).. In this model, consumer have preferences both regarding the quality of a technology and the size of the 
networkk of users of a technology. In this set-up, the network size can be both a substitute for quality and a 
complementt to quality from the perspective of users. 
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Thee competition dynamics between two technologies, i=l,2 t that are used in Nj 
productionn plants, is modelled by Bruckner et al. (1994: 79-90) by the differential equation: 

^jj-Btf-W,^jj-Btf-W, (1.7.1) 

where: : 

B.Nf+B.N B.Nf+B.N 
*o=~r ''' 'J2"'  0-7.2) 

N N 

NN = Nt+N2 (1.7.3) 

Thee stationary points of the differential equation (1.7.1) for which holds d/dt (Nf) =0, are 
threefold: : 

(i)(i)  Ni=N;N2=0 (1.8.1) 

(ii)(ii)  N,=0;N2=N (1.8.2) 

,, * », NB* », NB* 
(in)(in) N, = 2—; N2 = 1— (1.8.3) 

5 , + VV  Bi+B2 

Stationaryy points (0 and (ii)  are stable for perturbations in Ni and stationary point (Hi) is 
unstablee for perturbations in JV). 

Whenn efficiencies are equivalent (Bj = B£)t one obtains a very similar dynamic to 
Arthur'ss model. A fifty-fifty  distribution (Nj = fy) corresponds to the unstable stationary 
pointt (Hi) while any deviation from this stationary point will lead to lock-in in either 
stationaryy point (0 or (ii). 

Thee model of Bruckner et al. (1994, 1996) is the more interesting, because, contrary 
too Arthur's model, one can derive the conditions for a successful introduction of a new 
technologyy in a market dominated by an older technology. Consider the case that technology 
11 locked in (Nt = N), and technology 2 becomes available with a higher efficiency than 
technologyy 1 (Bj < B2). A shift in lock-in from technology 1 to technology 2 is only possible 
iff  the industry is "infected" with a sufficient number of production plants using technology 2, 
suchh that d/dt (N2) > d/dt (Ni). The size of infection can be derived from stationary point (Hi): 

NB. NB. 
NN22>>  x— (1.9.1) 

Bt+BBt+B2 2 

whichh can be rewritten as: 

N N 
NN22>>  (1.9.2) 
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Fromm this inequality condition, one can derive that the critical size of infection that is 
requiredd for technological substitution depends on the total number of plants N and the 
selectivee advantage (B2 / Bt) of technology 2 over technology 1. 

Thee existence of increasing returns in the model of hyper-selection illustrates the major 
implicationn of all models of network externalities: an existing inferior technology is not 
automaticallyy substituted by a superior technology when optimisation takes place by 
individuall  firms. Even though it would be better for all firms to adopt collectively the new 
technology,, each individual firm has no incentive to explore this new technology on its own. 
Notee that in the case of complete lock-in (i.e., N=l), substitution from the less efficient 
technologyy to the more efficient technology can always take place instantaneously as a single 
firmm can always opt for the technology with highest efficiency B. 

Thee normative implication of this model holds that alternative institutional 
arrangementss other than the competitive market may overcome the market failure to 
substitutee the old technology for the new technology. Public investments in technologies that 
aree considered superior when explored collectively but inferior when explored individually 
cann be legitimised on this basis (e.g., investments in electric car technology). However, 
centralisedd decision-making may lead to a state commitment to one alternative technology 
only,, leaving no room for exploring a possible third or fourth technological option later in 
timee (David and Rothwell 1996a; Walker 2000). Instead of centralising selection at the 
centrall  government level, an alternative government policy can be founded on programmes 
thatt stimulate collaborative R&D-projects between firms in attempts to generate a critical 
masss of adopters of a new technology. In such projects, both the risks of failure and the 
positivee externalities are spread among the collaborating number of firms. Note however that 
thesee policy suggestions are tentative. The mechanism through which policies operate on the 
behaviourr of agents is yet to be specified in future extended models. 

Thoughh the model by Bruckner et al (1994, 1996) illustrates well the process of 
technologicall  substitution under increasing returns, it is necessarily a simplified model. An 
importantt assumption underlying the model concerns the assumption of a homogeneous 
selectionn environment. The two technologies compete on efficiency in producing a 
homogeneouss output, as they are perfect substitutes. More often, at the time of its 
introduction,, a new technology only partially substitutes for services of the existing 
technologyy as it offers some services at a higher quality level but others at a lower level 
(Saviottii  1996). When users are heterogeneous in their preferences, a new technology may 
survivee in one niche of users that have a strong preference for services that are provided at a 
higherr level by the new technology, while the old technology survives in a niche of users that 
havee a strong preference for services that are provided at a higher level by the old technology. 
Similarly,, concerning niches related to consumer groups with different budgets, a new 
technologyy may succeed to survive in one a high-end (low-end) niche of users that pay a 
higherr (lower) price in return for better (worse) performance in services that this user group 
considerss important (less important). 

Indeed,, Griibler (1990: 202-203, 233-234) provides several examples of technological 
substitutionn processes in energy and transportation in which the technology that has become 
dominant,, initially started out as a niche application.24 For example, early railway technology 

244 In some cases, a newly introduced transport technology initially did not even compete with the existing 
technologyy but was complementary to the existing technology. This is the case when the new technology 
performss a "feeder" function to the network of the existing technology. Only after a large number of years, the 
neww technology may start to compete in services previously exclusively provided by the old technology 
(Griiblerr 1990). 
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inn The Netherlands concentrated on passenger services while inland navigation remained the 
dominantt mode of transport for goods (Fremdling 2000). Similarly, the diffusion in new 
energyy technologies such as the gas turbine and the energy-efficient lamp started out as niche 
applicationss (Islas 1997; Menanteau and Lefebvre 2000). 

Thee gradual introduction of a new technology via niches can be understood as a 
learningg process. Initially, a new technology is expensive and risky as littl e knowledge about 
itss workings has been developed. Only specific users may be willing to pay the relatively 
highh price in return to specific services it provides. During the period of niche-application, a 
neww technology can be further developed by localised investment in R&D and costs are 
expectedd to fall due to learning-by-doing. At the end of the stage of niche-application, the 
neww technology may then diffuse through other segments. 

Thiss insight has led scholars to argue that government strategies aiming at facilitating 
aa new technology, should focus on niche applications of a new technology rather than 
attemptingg to introduce a technology throughout an existing market at once. The government 
cann play a role in the creation of niche applications, for example by regulations. This niche-
strategyy has been termed "strategic niche management" (Schot et al. 1994; Rip et al. 1995; 
Kempp et al. 1998; Rip and Kemp 1998).25 

1.22 APPRECIATIVE THEORIES OF TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION 

Inn this section, I review a number of "appreciative" theories for understanding technological 
development.. The notion of appreciative theories is introduced by Nelson and Winter (1982: 
46),, when they argued that economic theorising can be divided in two dominant styles: 
appreciativee theorising and formal modelling. Appreciative theorising refers to broad applied 
researchh frameworks that attempt to explain an individual case in full detail using both 
qualitativee and quantitative data (e.g., business studies, sector studies, country studies). 
Formall  models attempt to describe general economic phenomena mathematically (e.g., 
growthh models, evolutionary simulation models) including the models of technological 
evolutionn discussed in the previous section. 

Thee main motivation for the development of the appreciative theories of technological 
evolutionn has been the question why rates in productivity greatly differ across industries and 
withinn an industry over time. This question has been labelled "the differential productivity 
puzzle""  (Nelson and Winter 1975). Appreciative theories generally explain differences in the 
ratess of productivity by different stages that can be distinguished in the process of 
technologicall  development. In particular, an explorative stage in which a variety of designs 
aree researched can be distinguished from a mature stage in which one design is applied at a 
largee scale and at low costs. In the former stage most activity is devoted to product 
innovation,, while in the latter stage firms focus on process innovation. 

Thee appreciative theories discussed in this section point to a number of important 
aspectss of technological development that have not been included in formal models hitherto. 
Thesee aspects provide great challenges for formal approaches to technological development. 
Possibilitiess to integrate insights from appreciative theorising into formal models are 
discussedd in Section 1.3 and will provide the starting points for the remainder of the study. 

Ass pointed out by Rip and Kemp (1998: 386) strategic niche-management by governments can also lead to 
expensivee failures and too little competition. Furthermore, when me new technology turns out less promising as 
expected,, ending the policy programme may be difficult because of resistance of actors once supported. 
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1.2.11 The product life-cycle model 

Onee of the main appreciative theories of technological development is the product-life cycle 
model,, which was first developed as a strategy concept in marketing in the sixties (see, 
Klepperr 1997: 146-147). Subsequently, the concept has been elaborated in different branches 
off  economics. One of the first elaborated models based on the concept of product life-cycle 
wass developed in international trade theory. Vernon (1966) developed a theory in which trade 
patternss between high-wage and low-wage countries are explained by looking at the pattern 
off  technological development over time. Technological development is described by a 
"productt life-cycle". When a new product is invented, advanced knowledge is required to 
producee it and to further develop it. For this reason, the creation of new products generally 
takess place in high-wage countries with skilled labour. The level of skills and knowledge 
requiredd for production decreases over time as the product design becomes increasingly 
standardisedd and the production methods become increasingly mechanised. Product 
standardisationn and process mechanisation cause production to move to other countries, first 
too medium-wage, medium-skilled countries and finally to low-wage, low-skilled countries. 
Ass a consequence of this pattern of technological development over time, early trade in a 
productt is from high-wage to low-wage countries and gradually shifts towards trade from 
low-wagee to high-wage countries. 

II  II  HI 

Time e 

Figuree 1-4: Innovative activity over time (from: Utterback and Abernathy 1975: 645) 
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Vernon'ss (1966) theory provided an answer to the so-called Leontieff-paradox, which 
referss to empirical findings that showed that during particular periods, the United States as a 
high-wagee country exported goods that were more labour-intensive than the goods that were 
importedd (Leontieff 1953). Vernon's theory suggests that these goods were typically new 
productss based on new technologies requiring high-skilled labour. 

Utterbackk and Abernathy (1975) and Abernathy and Utterback (1978) have taken the 
conceptt of the product life-cycle as introduced in international trade theory a step further in 
theirr formulation an elaborated stage-model of industrial innovation.26 Their interest has not 
beenn to explain trade patterns among countries, but to understand patterns of technological 
developmentt and industrial structure. The original model describes technological 
developmentt in an industry in three stages, which I call here, after Williamson (1975), the 
explorativee stage, the development stage, and the mature stage. Williamson (1975: 215-216) 
characterisedd the three stages of development along a product life-cycle as follows:27 

"Three"Three stages in an industry's development are commonly recognized: an 
earlyearly explorative stage, an intermediate development stage, and a mature 
stage.stage. The first or early formative stage involves the supply of a new product 
ofof relatively primitive design, manufactured on comparatively unspecialized 
machinery,machinery, and marketed through a variety of exploratory techniques. 
VolumeVolume is typically low. A high degree of uncertainty characterizes business 
experienceexperience at this stage. The second stage is the intermediate development 
stagestage in which manufacturing techniques are more refined and market 
definitiondefinition is sharpened; output grows rapidly in response to newly recognized 
applicationsapplications and unsatisfied market demands. A high but somewhat lesser 
degreedegree of uncertainty characterizes market outcomes at this stage. The third 
stagestage is that of a mature industry. Management, manufacturing, and 
marketingmarketing techniques all reach a relatively advanced degree of refinement. 
MarketsMarkets may continue to grow, but do so at a more regular and predictable 
raterate ... (e)stablished connections with customers and suppliers (including 
capitalcapital market access) all operate to buffer changes and thereby to limit large 
shiftsshifts in market shares. Significant innovations tend to be fewer and are 
mainlymainly of an improvement variant. " 

Ass in Vernon's (1966) model, the three-stage product life-cycle model links the rate of 
productt innovation to the rate of process innovation. In the explorative stage product 
innovationn is dominant as many firms explore the new technology in various directions. 
Duringg the development stage, progressive product standardisation causes a fall in product 
innovationn and opens the way for increased mechanisation of the production process. Finally, 
inn the mature stage, both product and process innovations occur at a low rate, and 
technologicall  development slows down until a new product life-cycle is started through the 
introductionn of a radically new technology. The two curves for the rate of product innovation 
andd process innovation as given in Figure 1-4 summarise the three stages of technological 
developmentt according to Utterback and Abernathy (1975). 

266 Mueller and Tilton (1969) developed a similar model. A more recent model has been developed by Klepper 
(1996). . 
277 As quoted in Klepper (1997: 146-147). 
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Thee differences in rates of productivity growth between sectors can thus be explained 
byy looking at what stage of development a sector is in. Labour productivity rises fastest in the 
secondd stage in which many process innovations are introduced to increase the cost efficiency 
off  the production process. The resulting fall in sales price opens up the product to an 
increasingg number of consumers. 

Differencess in rates of productivity growth between countries can be explained by 
theirr sectoral specialisation. Countries specialised in sectors that are predominantly at the 
startt of product cycles, are characterised by low labour productivity and low growth, but 
attractt huge investments. Countries specialised in sectors that are predominantly at the second 
stagee of product life-cycles will experience high increase in labour productivity and high 
ratess of growth. Finally, countries specialised in sectors that are predominantly at the mature 
stagee of product cycles, wil l no longer attract investment and no longer generate productivity 
increasess and growth. In the latter case, the development of new product life-cycles through 
thee introduction of new product technologies is pivotal for sustained economic development 
(Pasinettii  1983; Freeman and Perez 1988). In this view, the understanding of economic 
growthh at the macro level thus requires an understanding of the process of technological 
developmentt at the sector level. 

1.2.22 Dominant design: the interplay between product and process innovation 

Ann important aspect of the product life-cycle model is that it relates the rate in product 
innovationn with the rate in process innovation. After an explorative period of experimentation 
withh different product varieties, product standardisation opens up opportunities for 
investmentss in large-scale production technologies. More efficient process technologies allow 
forr lower sales price of the dominant design triggering mass-demand. Alternative designs 
producedproduced in smaller quantities are no longer competitive in price. The two trends of product 
standardisationn and process mechanisation can be mutually reinforcing, which would explain 
thee sudden transition from technological variety to product standardisation in what is called a 
"dominantt design" (Abemathy and Utterback 1978). 

Perhapss the best known example of a standardised design has been the T-Ford model 
thatt conquered the American car market. This design introduced in 1908 has been the prime 
examplee of the dominant design concept in the works of Abemathy and Utterback (1978), 
Abemathyy (1978), Clark (1985) and Klepper (1997). The design was not so much 
characterisedd by the many product innovations as such, but by its recombination of existing 
componentt technologies that were previously used in different car designs, but were never 
putt together in a single architecture. The T-Ford was further characterised by its simplicity of 
production,, maintenance, and use. It made possible the introduction of mechanised 
productionn systems with a large degree of division-of-labour and a low requirement of high-
skilledd labour. 

Thiss development led to rapidly falling prices, which made car technology available 
forr lower incomes. Ass Langlois and Robertson (1992: 298) put it: 

"The"The undifferentiated, no-frills product may not have suited everyone's, (or, 
indeed,indeed, anyone 's) tastes exactly. But the progressive reductions in price that 
longlong production runs made possible brought the Model T within the budget 
constraintsconstraints of a growing number of people who were willing to accept a 
relativelyrelatively narrow provision of attributes rather than do without. " 
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AA number of other examples of dominant designs include watches (Landes 1983), typewriters 
(Davidd 1985), tractors and aircraft (Sahal 1985), televisions, TV tubes, transistors and 
electronicc calculators (Utterback and Suarez 1993) and other product technologies (see, for 
ann overview, Murmann and Tushman 1998). A number of these cases wil l be discussed in 
moree detail in Chapter 4 of this study. 

Thee automobile example makes clear that the assembled nature of car technology 
containingg many components is central to the description of its technological development. 
First,, the dominant design emerged from a recombination of existing component 
technologies,, which has also be stressed in studies on other dominant designs (Sahal 1985; 
Murmannn and Tushman 1998). Second, mechanisation of production processes in large-scale 
factoriess is especially suited for products that are assembled by joining different parts that can 
bee constructed independently and in parallel, or that can be bought as input from a specialised 
supplier.. Thus, the recombinatorial nature of the dominant design and the potential for 
mechanisationn of production holds especially for assembled products that are made out of 
severall  components. The concept of dominant design and the theory of the product life-cycle 
thereforee primarily refer to assembled products (Klepper 1997; Murmann and Tushman 
1998). . 

1.2.33 Technological successions 

AA second important aspect of the product life-cycle model is the cyclical nature of 
technologicall  development in successions of product life-cycles. The life-cycle metaphor 
referss to the notion that a particular dominant design cannot be improved ad infinitum, but 
thatt its development comes to an end. The return on R&D-investment falls, as it becomes 
increasinglyy harder to scale a technology using a standardised set of design principles. 
Improvementss in cost-efficiency of the production process and in the performance of the 
productt can only proceed economically up to some particular levels. Above these levels, 
whichh can only be found through experimentation, the rate of return no longer justifies 
furtherr investments in R&D. At this stage, a radical change in technology and underlying 
scientificc knowledge is often required to increase performance even further. As Sahal (1985: 
62)) formulated it: 

"(t)he"(t)he point of departure of the theory advanced here is the well-known 
observationobservation that change in size of an object beyond a certain point requires 
changeschanges in its form and structure as well. " 

Accordingg to Sahal (1985), these limits to improvements in a dominant design are due to the 
naturee of systemic interactions between elements in assembled products. Beyond certain scale 
thresholds,, the non-linearity between technological variables imposes limits to scaling within 
aa particular design configuration. A particular design can only function in particular ways 
withinn certain ranges of scale of variables. 

Forr example, as Sahal (1985: 64-65) explained, the propeller engine life-cycle in 
aircraftt development came to an end when it was understood that aircraft became 
increasinglyy noisy and inefficient as the tips of propellers approached the speed of sound, 
thuss restricting further scaling of speed limits. Furthermore, vibration causing metal fatigue 
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tendedd to rise exponentially with the increase in engine power required to raise speed levels. 
Att this stage, some designers started to develop alternative aircraft technologies including 
aircraftt based on turbopropeller engines, rocket engines, and jet engines. The jet engine 
technologyy eventually provided the basis of a new product life-cycle, during which 
performancee of aircraft technology was scaled again. To illustrate this development in 
aircraft,, the speed frontier during the two product life-cycles in aircraft (piston propeller 
basedd and jet based) are plotted in Figure 1-5. 

Sahall  (1985) also gives the example of limits that have been encountered in up-
scalingg the height of fractionation towers in petroleum refining. These limits were due to non-
linearr increases in supports required for the distillation tray. Another example of scaling 
limitss provided by Sahal (1985) concern the limits encountered and solved in the 
miniaturisationn of dominant designs in electronic devices. These are due to rising complexity 
inn interconnections between electronic components when made smaller. Grübler (1990,1998) 
providess other examples of successions of product life-cycles in shipping, railway, and 
energyy sectors that were induced by technological limits that, once encountered, give way for 
neww product life-cycles to emerge. 

Scalingg is often said to be characterised by "a logic of its own" (Rosenberg 1969; 
Davidd 1975; Nelson and Winter 1977; Dosi 1982; Sahal 1985; Hughes 1987). In studies on 
scalingg patterns the systemic nature of components in technological systems has been central. 
Scalingg of performance through changes in components partly self-defines an agenda for 
problem-solving.. The complexity of relations between interdependent parts in a system 
"involvee an almost compulsive formulations of problems" (Rosenberg 1969 [1976]: 111). 
Imbalancess guide designers to focus innovation on the bottleneck component, which has to be 
improvedd in order to realise the full potential of other parts. Once a bottleneck has been 
eliminated,, further scaling creates imbalances in yet other elements, which further guide the 
developmentt of the technology. In this context, Hughes (1987) speaks of "reverse salients" 
thatt refer to components in a system that are in need of modification to optimise the overall 
performancee of a system. "Until the lagging components can be altered, often by invention, 
theyy are reverse salients" (Hughes 1987: 73). In other words, dependencies between 
componentss in complex systems generate internal "focusing devices" (Rosenberg 1969), 
whichh lead designers to focus innovative activity on particular elements at particular stages of 
development. . 

Rosenbergg (1969) gives as an example the development of cars. The early car 
basicallyy stems from the substitution of horsepower by engine power in carriages. Once the 
(gasolinee engine) car emerged, it also induced innovation in many other parts including 
breaks,, windows, chairs, etc. as to improve comfort and ensure safety at higher speed levels. 
Ass engines became even more powerful, new problems arose in pollution levels, which in 
turnn have been counter-acted by the introduction of catalytic converter. Thus, a series of 
innovationss in other elements were required to exploit the full potential of gasoline-engine 
carr technology. This series of innovations could, however, well have been very different if 
carss would have been based on electric engines or steam engines. In the same way, 
Rosenbergg (1969) describes the evolution of cutting machine tools as a series of changes in 

288 In this context, Constant (1980) introduced the concept of a presumptive anomaly in his study of the end of 
thee propeller engine life-cycle and die advent of the jet engine life-cycle in aircraft. Anomalies induce research 
inn radically different directions, as it becomes clear to designers that further scaling of the existing dominant 
designn is increasingly difficult. 
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fourr types of components that function interdependently, the cutting device, frame 
components,, transmission components and control components.29 

Ass argued by Klepper (1997) and Murmann and Tusnman (1998), the product life-
cyclee is indeed not intended to cover the innovation dynamics of non-assembled products in 
whichh elements cannot be distinguished, such as chemicals and medicines. It should be clear 
thatt the product life-cycle model deals primarily with innovation in complex assembled 
products.products. The scaling of these products proceeds in successions of periods during which core 
elementss do not change (e.g., gasoline engine). A dominant design can thus be considered as 
referringg to a set of technical features of product designs that remains invariant over time. 

1.2.44 The co-evolution of technology and industrial structure 

AA third important aspect of the product life-cycle model concerns the relation between 
innovationn dynamics and industrial dynamics. At different stages of technological 
development,, different patterns in industrial structure are expected to emerge. These 
structuress in turn feed back on the process of technological development. In this context, one 
speakss of co-evolution between technological development and industrial structure (Nelson 
1994b). . 

Industriall  structure in product life-cycle models is generally expressed by the change 
inn number of participating firms in an industry over the product life-cycle. In the context of 
studiess on the patterns in industrial dynamics during the product life-cycle, some scholars 
speakk of an "industry life-cycle" (Klepper 1997), which can be described according to the 
samee classification of the product life-cycle in three stages of development. 

InIn the first explorative stage, many small firms enter the industry reflecting high 
expectationss regarding technological opportunities laid down by the founding innovations as 
welll  as the high expectations regarding future demand. The technology and demand of 
consumerss are still poorly understood. At this stage, large firms do not yet have economic 
advantagess over small firms in the organisation of production and of R&D. Progressive 
standardisationn in product design in the second stage triggers innovation in process 
technologiess in order to realise more scale-economies in production to serve an expanding 
demand.. The increase in economies of scale and learning-by-doing in production combined 
withh learning economies in R&D, lead to a rapid rise in the minimum efficient scale. As a 
result,, entry barriers increase that limit further entry, and exit is rapidly increasing through 
severee price competition. This "shake-out" phenomenon leads to a rapid fall in the number of 
participatingg firms, and the industry is transformed into an oligopoly. In the mature stage, the 
oligopolyy structure in maintained as the high fixed of large-scale production and distribution 
implyy high barriers to entry. 

Thee cyclical pattern in industrial organisation of industries has also been related to the 
workss of Schumpeter. The stage in which many small firms are present in the industry has 
beenn labelled as "Schumpeter Mark I" and the stage where few firms dominate the industry 
ass "Schumpeter Mark II " (Kamien and Schwartz 1982; Malerba and Orsenigo 1996). 

Anotherr  example of "technological imbalances"  in a complex technological system has been the series of 
innovationss occurring in jet aircraft engine technology after  the introduction of digital control sub-system 
(Prencipee 2000). Substitution of pneumatic and analogue control by digital control forced designers to change 
manyy other  elements in jet engines to render  the new elements compatible with the working of digital control 
component. . 
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1980 0 

Figuree 1-5: Maximum speed of propeller aircraft life-cycle and jet aircraft life-cycle 
(diamondss = propeller aircraft ; squares = jet aircraft). Source: Jane's (1978, 1989) 

1980 0 

Figuree 1-6: Number of firms active in the aircraft industry. Active firm is defined as a firm 
thatt has introduced at least one product during a ten-year period. Source: Jane's (1978, 1989) 
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Schumpeterr Mark I refers to Schumpeter's (1934) writings on the pivotal role of 
entrepreneurss in introducing new technologies and creating markets. Their "new 
combinations""  upset existing mature technologies in a process of creative destruction, 
replacingg one product life-cycle with the next. Thus, their role is most important in the 
startingg phase of the product life-cycle. Schumpeter Mark II refers to Schumpeter's (1942) 
emphasiss on the important role of R&D laboratories of large corporations for science-based 
innovation.. Large corporations incorporate size-related advantages in R&D, production and 
distributionn and create barriers to entry for new firms. Their role in technological 
developmentt is especially important in the standardisation phase of the product life-cycle. 
Thus,, both Schumpeterian theses on the relation between innovation and market structure are 
incorporatedd in the product life-cycle model. 

Thee relation between the rise and fall in the number of participating firms and product 
life-cyclee patterns in innovation has been researched empirically in many industries (e.g.t 
Gortt and Klepper 1982; Utterback and Suarez 1993; Klepper and Simons 1997; Breschi et al. 
2000).. These studies wil l be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The following two examples of 
thee automobile industry and the aircraft industry may suffice here. 

Inn the early development of car technology in the late nineteenth century, many firms 
weree founded and many different designs were explored. At the time of introduction of the T-
Fordd model in 1908, the number of U.S. car producers peaked with over 250 firms. From that 
yearr onwards, the number of car producers started to fall steadily to less than 20 firms around 
19400 (Klepper 1997:154-156; Klepper and Simons 1997: 388). The same trend in shake-outs 
inn car industries has been observed in the UK, France, and Germany during the same period 
(GrUblerr 1998: 53). With the size of the car market rapidly growing, this fall in the number of 
firmsfirms indicates a very strong rise in the minimum efficient scale of production as a 
consequencee of the innovation in mechanised process technologies. 

Similarly,, in the early development of aircraft technology at the start of the twentieth 
century,, many firms were founded. At the time of introduction of the Douglas DC-3, which is 
consideredd the dominant design, the number of firms fell rapidly. After the introduction of jet 
enginee technology creating a second product life-cycle, the number of firms slightly 
increased,, and subsequently fell again around the sixties indicating the emergence of a second 
dominantt design. This pattern in industrial dynamics is illustrated by Figure 1-6 in the 
numberr of firms participating in the world aircraft industry has been plotted for the period 
betweenn 1913 and 1984. 

1.2.55 Similar concepts: trajectories and paradigms 

Nelsonn and Winter (1977) and Dosi (1982) have proposed concepts similar to the product 
life-cyclee and the dominant design concept. Nelson and Winter (1977) approach the subject 
fromfrom the point of view of firms. They start from Simon's (1955, 1969) assumption of 
boundedd rationality regarding the pay-off of R&D investment instead of the neoclassical 
assumptionn of perfect foresight regarding the pay-off of R&D investment. The assumption 
thatt firms are bounded in their rationality means that they cannot predict in advance in which 
technologyy R&D investments wil l yield the highest return. Instead, firms apply "heuristics" 
whenn looking for improvements in product performance or cost-efficiency. Firms need these 
heuristicss to select among the many possible alternatives when testing all alternatives is too 
costly. . 
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Thee main heuristic that firms apply is to look for incremental improvements in the 
"proven""  technology currently in use by changing only few elements in this technology, 
ratherr than to look for radically new solutions. Put another way, designers primarily engage 
inn localised technological development by means of introducing incremental changes in 
establishedd designs that has proven to work in past. In Chapter 2 of this study, this principle 
iss further discussed and illustrated using a simulation model. 

Thee concept of a "natural trajectory" refers to the heuristics that are applied to 
improvee a particular dominant design by means of a long series of small, cumulative 
innovations.. Nelson and Winter (1977: 56) describe natural trajectories as: 

"heuristics"heuristics that apply when a technology is advanced in a certain direction, 
andand payoffs from advancing in that direction that exist under a wide range of 
demanddemand conditions. We call these directions 'natural trajectories'." 

Heuristicss make up a "technological regime", which refers to the cognitive foundations of a 
naturall  trajectory. Nelson and Winter (1977: 57) describe heuristics as: 

"beliefs"beliefs about what is feasible or at least worth attempting." 

AA dominant design can be understood as embodying these beliefs as it standardises a number 
off  key features of a product technology. The series of incremental innovations that improve 
thee performance and cost-efficiency of a dominant design, make up a natural trajectory. Not 
coincidentally,, both Abernathy and Utterback (1978) in their discussion of the dominant 
designn concept and Nelson and Winter (1977) in their discussion of natural trajectory 
mentionn the series of Douglas DC-aircraft that were based on the principles laid down by 
DC-33 design. 

Thee concept of technological paradigm as introduced by Dosi (1982) also refers to a 
stablee set of technological heuristics using a number of standardised technological elements. 
Analogouss to the concept of scientific paradigm introduced by Kuhn (1962) to describe 
heuristicsheuristics in scientific research, Dosi (1982:152) defines a technological paradigm as: 

""  'model' and a 'pattern' of solution of selected technological problems, 
basedbased on selected principles and on selected material technologies. " 

And,, analogously to Kuhn (1962 [1970])), one can speak in this context of an "exemplar" as 
aa standard design that provides both evidence of the success of the paradigm and solutions to 
technicall  problems. The concept of exemplar is close the dominant design concept introduced 
byy Abernathy and Utterback (1978) to mark the transition from many varieties to a 
standardisedd design concept. The cumulative series of innovation within a technological 
paradigmm creates what Dosi (1982) calls a "technological trajectory", a concept similar to that 
off  natural trajectory. Along a trajectory, the product technology is improved by incremental 
innovationss that raise the performance in particular functional dimensions (e.g., size, speed). 

Followingg Lakatos' (1970, 1978) work on the evolution of scientific research 
programmes,, Dosi (1982: 152, nl6) distinguishes between positive heuristics ("do's") from 
negativee heuristics ("don'ts"). In the context of technological problem-solving, positive 
heuristicss concern the elements of a technology, which are object of change while negative 
heuristicss refer to those elements that are considered fixed. The specific content of heuristics 
thatt guide innovative activity within a technological paradigm is specific to each paradigm. 
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Thoughh the content of each research program is specific to each paradigm, Nelson and 
Winterr (1977) argue that there exist at least two heuristics that guide innovative activity in 
thee majority of technological paradigms. One heuristic is mechanisation and relates to 
processs innovations that improve the cost efficiency of the production process. Another 
heuristicc is scaling and relates to product innovations that improve the quality of products. 

Thee heuristic of mechanisation of the production process aims at reducing production 
costs,, in particular labour costs. Scale economies are increased by large-scale division-of-
labourr in production on the basis of standardised production routines.30 The standardisation 
off  product designs facilitates the introduction of standardised production routines. The 
emphasiss of Nelson and Winter (1977) on mechanisation is clearly in line to with the product 
life-cyclee theories proposed by Vernon (1966) and Utterback and Abernathy (1975). In both 
theories,, product standardisation opens up opportunities for process innovation in large-scale 
mechanisedd production systems. 

Thee second heuristic concerns the scaling of performance of product technology in a 
seriess of incremental product innovations. Convergence of beliefs and standardisation in 
designn greatly facilitate incremental and cumulative product innovations. The importance of 
thiss heuristic is in line with the previous discussion of scaling of a dominant design (Sahal 
1985).. A natural trajectory can be expected to end when limits to scaling are encountered. At 
thatt point, research is induced in radical innovations leading to new product life-cycles. 

Inn my opinion, it is important to recognise that the concept of heuristic and paradigm 
doo not relate to the technology itself, but to the way in which designers search for 
improvementss of a technology. Heuristics are not imperatives that "naturally" follow from 
thee technology used. The artefact can be considered a unit of analysis in analysing 
technologicall  development, but the changes in artefact follow from heuristics that are 
developedd and reproduced by the community of designers (Constant 1980; MacKenzie 1992; 
Vann Lente 1993). Thus, when scaling is said to follow a systemic "logic of its own", it should 
bee taken to mean that heuristics designers apply, are stable. 

Thee concept of self-fulfilling prophecies helps to explain the stabilisation of heuristics 
overr long periods of time and the persuasive character of technological paradigms (Van Lente 
1993).. Once the beliefs of engineers tend to converge to a single set of principles, spin-off of 
resultss is higher and faster within the network of developers contributing to positive network 
externalities.. This in turn leads to larger investments and a higher rate of innovation thus 
furtherr enhancing the persuasiveness of the trajectory.31 

Rosenbergg (1969) argued on the basis of historical study that firms not onlyy mechanise technologies to reduce 
totall  costs, but may also be motivated to decrease the dependence on skilled labour  which is generally a 
powerfull  party in wage bargains. 

11 An example of a self-fulfillin g prophecy concerns Moore's Law. This "law"  of scaling concerns an empirical 
regularit yy found in 1964 by Moore of an annual doubling of the number  of components on a state-of-the-art 
microchipp (MacKenzie 1992: 30-31). Van Lente and Rip (1998) argued that once mis regularity was found by 
Mooree in 1964 on the basis of a five-year  trend starting in 1959, the law became self-fulfillin g as firms:  "direct 
theirtheir efforts towards achieving the predicted values. Laboratories evaluate and plan their efforts in terms of 
Moore'sMoore's Law; when there is a danger of specifications falling short at the predicted moment, extra effort is 
expended"expended" (Van Lente and Rip 1998: 206). Therefore, the term "natura l trajectory"  may be misleading since it 
bearss the connotation as being independent of people's beliefs. This critique, however, only refers to the 
connotationn of "natural" . Nelson's and Winter' s (1977) above definition of a technological regime in which a 
naturall  trajectory occurs precisely points to the cognitive and inter-subjective nature of expectations regarding 
thee potential of a natural trajectory. Of course, as MacKenzie (1992) himself has stressed, prophecies are not 
automaticallyy self-fulfillin g since many predictions prove false. Prophecies must be compatible with underlying 
technology,, market demand, and embedded infrastructures. An example of a wrong prediction has been the 
predictionn that in post-war  U.S. every household would soon have a family helicopter  (Taylor  1995:164). 
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1.33 TOWARD A COMPLEX SYSTEMS APPROACH 

Thee evolutionary models discussed in Section 1.1 are by no means incompatible with the 
appreciativee theories discussed in Section 1.2. Similarities between the two approaches have 
beenn recognised by several scholars including David (1985, 1993), Anderson and Tushman 
(1990)) and Saviotti (1996). For example, Atkinson and Stiglitz's (1969) concept of 
technologicall  development as a localised, cumulative process of incremental innovation is in 
linee with innovation patterns within a dominant design in the later stages of the product life-
cycle.. Once a dominant design is established, it localises innovation within the dominant 
designn and tends to exclude innovation in technologies based on radically different principles. 
Similarly,, the lock-in model can be related to the product life-cycle model as it illustrates 
analyticallyy the emergence of a dominant design. A dominant design typically emerges 
throughh increasing returns to its adoption due to learning-by-doing efficiencies and network 
externalitiess associated with standardisation. However, though the formal models relate to the 
findingss of appreciative theories, a number of important insights that have come from 
appreciativee theories are yet to be made subject of formal modelling. An inventory of these 
insightss provides one with elements for a new formal model of technological development. 
Lett me restrict the discussion to three major issues, which will form the starting points of a 
neww model developed in the following chapters of this study. 

1.3.11 Critique 

CritiqueCritique 1: The first issue that has been largely ignored in analytical models, both in the 
neoclassicall  and in the evolutionary tradition, concerns the conceptualisation of technology as 
ann assembled and complex system of interrelated elements. In contrast, appreciative theories 
stresss that technological change is best understood as a series of cumulative innovations in 
particularr elements that make up an assembled system. Due to the complexity of 
interrelationss between elements in a technological system, changes in one element generate 
unexpectedd imbalances in other parts of a technology. This induces further innovation in 
thesee parts, which in turn creates imbalances in yet other parts (Rosenberg 1969; David 1975; 
Hughess 1987). An evolutionary understanding of innovation will require a complex systems 
modell  in which the complex dependencies between parts channel its future development. 

CritiqueCritique 2: The second issue that is largely ignored in modelling is the use of heuristics by 
designers.. In neoclassical theory, the assumption of perfect foresight regarding the pay-off of 
R&DD investment neglects the uncertainty inherent in innovation processes. However, the 
assumptionn of randomness in the majority of evolutionary models misses the point that, 
althoughh inherently uncertain in its outcome, the innovation process is guided by heuristics 
focusingg R&D rather specific directions. Thus, although designers can not decide perfectly 
rationall  in what directions to search, they are neither expected to search in a purely random 
manner.. Their search behaviour is thus best characterised as bounded rational (Simon 1955, 
1969).. The important research question then becomes what type of heuristics designers apply 
too search in an intelligent, non-random way without assuming that they are perfectly 
informedd about the odds of success and failure of different options. 
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CritiqueCritique 3: Finally, the third issue that is largely ignored in modelling is product innovation. 
Instead,, models have been concentrated on process innovation, which can partly be 
understoodd as a logical consequence of the input-output representation of technology 
(Coombss et al. 1987). Since technologies are described by their combination of inputs 
requiredd to produce a homogeneous output, competition is modelled as being based solely on 
relativee process efficiency in producing this good. Naturally, innovation in these models in 
restrictedd to process innovation that raises the cost efficiency. Although a product 
characteristicss approach has been developed to specify the dimensions in which 
heterogeneouss goods can differ (Lancaster 1966, 1971, 1979, 1990), models of product 
innovationn addressing changes in the quality of products and the variety of products have 
onlyy rarely been developed. Some exceptions exist in neoclassical models that address 
optimall  product variety in a static sense (Thisse and Norman 1994), and in evolutionary 
modelss on branching processes of technology into different product varieties over time 
(Saviottii  1996; Windrum and Birchenhall 1998; cf. Kwasnicki 1996; Malerba et al 1999). 

1.3.22 Objective of the study 

Thee main objective of the study is to develop a model of product innovation in complex, 
assembledd products and to analyse product evolution of specific technologies in an empirical 
framework.. To this end, I wil l elaborate on an existing formal model of complex evolving 
systems.. The model concerns the NK-model developed by Kauffman (1993) and Altenberg 
(1997).. In this model, several heuristic search algorithms can be modelled. One can also 
theorisee about the conditions for the emergence of a dominant design during the product life-
cycle,, and its effects on innovation patterns and product variety. Furthermore, I wil l use the 
modell  as a basis for empirical studies on patterns in product variety over time using an 
approachh that describes the functionality of products by a bundle of characteristics (Lancaster 
1966,1971,1979,1990;; Saviotti 1988a, 1996). 

Thee model that will be developed in this study, can be summarised by the following 
threee features: 

1.. Technology is not considered as a "black box" and its functionality is not represented 
solelyy by cost efficiency. Instead, the unit of analysis taken in this study is technology as 
ann artefact, both in form and function. An artefact is described technically as an 
assembledd complex system of interrelated elements and functionally as a bundle of 
qualityy characteristics from which users select. 

2.. Technologically, the range of possible technologies is constrained only by the number of 
combinationss between possible elements. Economically, the range of possible 
technologiess is constrained by user preferences and production costs. 

3.. The combinatorial nature of innovation in assembled products poses a problem of 
complexity.. The number of possible combinations increases exponentially with the 
numberr of elements in a product. Designers are expected to apply "heuristics" that 
concentratess search activity in particular parts of a complex technological system at 
particularr stages of development. 
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Usingg the model, the interplay between product and process innovation can be addressed. 
Productt innovations increase the quality of products and the degree of product differentiation 
ass expressed by the values of characteristics of products. Process innovation in turn limits 
productt differentiation as an increase in economies of scale of particular products eliminates 
"niche""  products produced in small quantities. A dominant design can thus be understood as 
aa result of an increase in economies of scale in the production of few variants only. 

Thee three features listed above summarise the approach developed in this study. The 
inclusionn of these features in a comprehensive model of product evolution in complex 
systemss aims to render formal modelling more compatible with insights from appreciative 
studies.. Moreover, the model allows one to address new questions and propositions regarding 
thee rate and nature of technological development. 

Thee model of product innovation in complex systems not only forms the basis of the 
modellingg part of this study, but also underlies the empirical methodology that is developed 
laterr on in this study. The empirical methodology is based on entropy statistics. In short, 
entropyy is a variety measure. Maximum variety in product designs is constrained by the 
maximumm possible combinations of its elements, while minimum variety occurs when all 
productss are based on one and the same combination of elements. The framework of entropy 
statisticss thus fits the combinatorial nature of the NK-model of complex systems. 

Thee entropy methodology is applied to data on elements incorporated in aircraft, 
helicopters,, motorcycles and microcomputers to describe the patterns of technological 
developmentt in these four artefacts. Moreover, data on quality characteristics are used to 
measuree the degree of product differentiation in terms of niches. In this way, one is able to 
linkk patterns in technological development to the creation and disappearance of market 
segments. . 

1.3.22 Organisation of the study 

Thee study is divided into four parts. Part I contains this Chapter 1, in which I discussed a 
selectedd number of models and appreciative theories of technological development. From this 
discussion,, I concluded that there is a gap between current modelling approaches and 
appreciativee studies and I outlined aspects of a new evolutionary model based on complex 
systemss theory. 

InIn Part II of the study, a new evolutionary model of complex technological systems is 
developed,, which includes Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4. In Chapter 2, the NK-model 
off  complex systems developed by Kauffinan (1993) is taken as the main point of departure. 
Thoughh originally developed as a model of biological evolution, it is shown how the NK-
modell  can be used as a model of technological evolution. Using this model, it is shown that 
innovationn in a complex systems is best represented as following a heuristic procedure 
insteadd of following an optimising procedure as assumed in neoclassical models or a random 
proceduree as generally is assumed in evolutionary models. 

InIn Chapter 3, I elaborate the NK-model into a generalised model of complex 
technologicall  systems by representing the user environment as selecting technological 
variantss on the basis of multiple quality characteristics. Using this model, product 
differentiationn can be represented as an interaction between producers and users leading to 
innovationn in elements that improve particular characteristics that are highly valued by a 
specificc user group. Moreover, an analytical classification of four different types of 
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innovationn is proposed based on the scheme of Henderson and Clark (1990), which includes 
architecturall  innovation, radical innovation, modular innovation, and incremental innovation. 

Inn Chapter 4,1 discuss the product life-cycle concept in the light of the generalised 
NK-modell  of complex systems as developed in Chapter 3. From an extensive review of 
empiricall  studies of the product life-cycle model, I conclude that an important anomaly of the 
modell  concerns the dynamic of product innovation. Empirical studies show that the rate of 
productt innovation generally does not fall as predicted by the product life-cycle model. This 
anomalyy can be explained by the generalised NK-model. A dominant design as indicated by 
standardisationn of "core" elements in a complex system does not preclude innovation in 
"peripheral""  elements to continue in the course of a product life-cycle. 

PartPart III  of the study (Chapter 5, Chapter 6, Chapter 7, and Chapter 8) contains four 
empiricall  studies of technological development. In Chapter 5 the entropy methodology is 
developedd and applied to data on aircraft and helicopter designs. Using the entropy 
methodology,, the degree and nature of product variety over the product life-cycle can be 
indicatedd as well as the degree of specialisation of firms in one or more technological 
trajectories. . 

ChapterChapter 6 concerns a study on product variety in the aircraft, helicopter, motorcycle 
andd microcomputer industries. Two variety measures are used to map the changes in 
dispersionn of technologies used and in the range of services provided. In this way, one is able 
too link the rate of change in technological variety with the rate of change in market niches. 
Forr aircraft, helicopter, and motorcycle technology, these patterns can be well explained by 
ann evolutionary theory that relates technological variety to scope for niche creation. However, 
forr microcomputers this relation did not hold, which suggests that particular characteristics of 
computingg have to be taken into account to understand the evolution of this industry. 

InIn Chapter 7, the topic of scaling, which has also been addressed in this Chapter 1, is 
elaborated.. On the basis of an analysis of scaling trajectories at both the firm level and the 
industryy level for civil aircraft technology, we attempt to relate micro-level product 
developmentt strategies of firms to macro-level developments that take place at the industry 
level.. An important conclusion will be that successful firm strategies in product development 
aree different across the stages of the product life-cycle. 

ChapterChapter 8 concerns a study on international specialisation patterns in technology-
market-countryy combinations in the world aircraft industry. In this study, it is shown how the 
originall  NK-model of complex systems as described in Chapter 2 can also be applied as a 
networkk model to understand international specialisation as a consequence of interrelated 
strategiess in networks of between producers, consumers and governmental bodies. Once joint 
strategiess prove successful, networks tend to become interlocked. This is evidenced by 
empiricall  results that show that the degree of specialisation has risen substantially in the post-
warr period. 

Inn Part IV, summary and conclusions are provided in Chapter 9. A number of topics for 
furtherr research are discussed, in particular concerning new avenues in modelling the 
evolutionn of complex technological systems and in the use of variety measures in empirical 
research. . 
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